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Somber reflective lyrics amidst a brooding, trippy, heavy groove, melancholy, ethereal, soundscape. A

sonic experience defying classification. Multi-Grammy winner Norah Jones sings backup vocals on entire

cd. 10 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details: chamberlain bleu is the

vision of nikchamberlain who formed the band in 2000. Appearing on the cd as original members of

chamberlain bleu are nikchamberlain (vocals/keys), AJ (bass), thomas frederick (guitars), and reuben

mercado (drums). Multi-Grammy winner norah jones sings backup vocals on the cd. OUR SOUND: A

trippy, mind altering experience, we suggest you buckle your safety belts, and brace yourself for a sonic

experience never before realised. Imagine a pulsing baseline transcending your harshest memories of

your harshest realities into a soothing sublime state where liquid guitar fills and ethereal piano chords

take you elsewhere but still remind you of the pain from whence you came. Imagine a funky beat boppin'

under somber lyrics crying out in pain, careful not to burn, but ever so eager to move you to reflection.

Imagine a funky groove that has you milking every inch of a sweat soaked dance floor while all the

coolies at the bar bop their heads to the funky beat permeating the very core of their souls. We invite you

to enter the world of chamberlain bleu, "where it's always nighttime." DEPARTURES/ADDITIONS: AJ

(bass) and Reuben (drums) departed chamberlain bleu in 2002. Tom Cirillo (drums) joined the band in

2002. Rob Fritche (bass) and Phil Garin (keys) joined the band in 2003. Based in new york city,

chamberlain bleu are: nikchamberlain (vocals, keys) Thomas Frederick (guitars) Tom Cirillo (drums) Rob

Fritche (bass) Phil Garin(keys) Marguerite Simpkins (backup vocals) "As i fall alseep, i dance in my

dreams...." "whatever you say, whatever you do, albeit no matter how small you may think it is, does

somehow affect everyone in the world - for we all are the sum of all our parts."
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